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GROHE Rainshower® Icon is a design that
challenges the norm and takes a fresh look at
how people interact with their showers.

The latest collection of Project black accessories from
SONIA will help you achieve that monochrome theme.

Don’t follow the crowd.
Be distinctive.
Be stylish.
Be individual.

CHROME

BRUSHED
GOLD

BRUSHED
NICKEL

The latest tapware collections from
VADO offer five striking finishes
allowing you to indulge in a bathing
space that is especially tailored to you.

POLISHED
GOLD

BRIGHT
NICKEL

OUT OF THE
ORDINARY
EURODISC JOY
Take it easy for the whole day – just switch off your mind and let
inspiration into your everyday life. Eurodisc bathrooms were created
for connoisseurs of pleasure, who love unique things and appreciate
creative details.
The graceful joystick lever is the exceptional
feature in this award winning bathroom range,
available in either a Moon White or chrome finish.
Discover the full GROHE collection online at
ROBERTSON.CO.NZ or request a copy of
our latest GROHE brochure.

RAINSHOWER® ICON
The ultimate style statement. Offered in a palette of
12 colours, the GROHE Rainshower® Icon Showers
are an easy and quick way to renovate a bathroom.
They take the award-winning halo-shaped design
of Rainshower® Icon to the next level.
Why stick with convention when you can have a
design that is truly inspirational? A design that
challenges the norm and takes a fresh look at how
people interact with their showers.
Moreover, we’ve incorporated water-saving
technology right at your fingertips so you can
switch from the Rain Spray pattern to Smart Rain –
the same exciting pattern but with a soft, reduced
flow. It’s as simple as sliding the EcoButton on the
handle to reduce water consumption by 40%.

Led by Mr Alberto Brunelli – THE ARTCERAM
has achieved both Italian and worldwide
success as an iconic company that produces
real culture.
Fresh, ambitious and original products, formed
by the spirit of innovation and developed
by celebrated Italian designers with an
uncompromising love for objects of beauty.

Thin-rim
Italian flair
Bringing
Creativity
into the
Bathroom

Designed by Meneghello Paolelli Associati,
the Cognac and Ghost washbasins are
characterized by a minimalist design applied
to various shapes and sizes. A very thinrim highlights the concept of elegance and
lightness, while a new array of colours will
deliver a wave of freshness to your bathroom.
Now available in new colours including orange
cameo, blue sapphire, red coral, yellow zync
and grey olive.
For more information on THE ARTCERAM
thin-rim basins email design@robertson.co.nz

Product designers Sandro Meneghello and Marco Paolelli established Meneghello Paolelli Associati.
Both graduated in 2004 at the Politecnico di Milano, under the guidance of Roberto Palomba and
Paolo Rizzatto, and since establishing their studio in Milan, have worked side by side with leading
Italian and international brands to add real value through inspired product design.
They have received numerous international awards, including seven Red Dot Design Awards,
five Design Plus and two Good Design Awards.

Beautifully curved
Luxurious brassware to enhance your bathroom.
The Tubo 16 basin mixer is the perfect finishing touch.

Sofitel Hotel
Wellington
Sofitel is a premium hotel brand for the French
company Accor. The project was envisioned as a 5 Star
Sofitel hotel and to this end the design had to reflect the
brand parameters of Sofitel – French, classic with a
sense of place and a link with France.
The Sofitel is located near the Botanic Gardens provided the
design theme and inspiration. The interior concepts were
further developed to reflect the botanic theme through the Bar,
Restaurant, Reception, Premier Suites and rooms.
The hotel today is comprised of a number of different boutique
hotel rooms, premiere suites and a small conference facility
with bar and restaurant. The rooms are comprised of standard
and executive suites with each of the suites having unique
bathrooms suited to a five star property. The public
bathrooms reflect the botanic theme prevalent
throughout the property.
The Team at Space Studio

Accessorise!
A black and white bathroom is a
contemporary and classic style choice.
Black and white are perfect together
- black absorbs, while white reflects which is why this combination is such a
great choice for creating a real impact
in your bathroom. Black and white also
works well in a functional space, like a
bathroom, where bold angles and clean
lines tend to dominate.
The latest collection of Project black
accessories from SONIA will help you
achieve that monochrome theme.
Manufactured in Spain, SONIA is one of
the world’s leading names in bathroom
products. Each SONIA range proudly
displays the latin flair of its heritage.
Original. Expressive. Confident. Sonia’s
design team strive relentlessly to create
beautiful, individual objects that are of the
highest standard. Their creative passion
is matched by an obsessive commitment
to quality in construction and materials.
From the durability of the fixing points to
the flawless finishes
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Ten Year
Guarantee

Energize your
shower experience

AQUATUNES
The high quality water resistant Bluetooth
speaker developed to bring emotion to the
bathroom space. Aquatunes allows you to
play music via Bluetooth on the wireless
water-resistant speaker, transforming your
showering experience.

Energize your shower experience
Two experts, one innovation: Aquatunes
PHILIPS, the global brand for audio systems, and GROHE,
the leading sanitary brand, have co-developed the unique
Aquatunes Bluetooth-shower speaker.
• Bluetooth – wireless music streaming with a range of up to 10m
• High quality audio experience thanks to PHILIPS sound technology
• Waterproof (IPx6) – 100 % suitable for use in your bath or shower
• Simple and fast installation on your shower rail (Ø 20-25 mm)
• Easy to use – also under the shower
• ShockProof – tested to withstand a fall from 1.3 m height
• Induction charging

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by
Bluetooth Sig, inc. and any use of such marks by grohe Ag is under license.

Find our full range of
products online at
ROBERTSON.CO.NZ

Request our latest brochures
Issue 18 of our latest IDEAS brochure is a treasure
trove of innovative product and great design, while
our GROHE brochure features the finest tapware
from the masters of design and technology.
Request your FREE copies now!

With the ever-increasing
trend of working on the
run, the Robertson mobile
friendly website provides a
wealth of information, just
a click away!

sales@robertson.co.nz

PH:
FAX:
EMAIL:
Simply start your journey
by browsing through Brand
or Product group to find
what you are looking for,
right down to all current
specifications, installation
information and product
finishes (if applicable).

If you have an idea of
what you are looking
for, simply start typing
the name of the product
you are after and our
suggestive search will
do the rest.

Once you have found
what you’re looking
for simply save your
product choices to ‘My
List’ which can then
be printed or emailed.

+64 (0)9 573 0490
+64 (0)9 573 0495
sales@robertson.co.nz

AUCKLAND SHOWROOM
25 Vestey Drive, Mt Wellington
Auckland 1060
Open Monday - Friday 8.30am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

WELLINGTON SHOWROOM
23 Marion St, Te Aro, Wellington 6011
Open Monday - Friday 8am - 5pm Closed Saturday
For a bathware consultation please make an
appointment by emailing sales@robertson.co.nz

